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Make�purses

something�you

WANT�to�carry
instead�of�HAVE�to
carry.
Purses are curse and a blessing. While they

hold a lot of items, carrying one can feel

like a burden.



It's�time�to
make�a�purse
an�advantage!



Target�Market
Who are the customers you want to cater to?

Fashion�Forward
Millenials
20-30 year old women who are trend-

conscious millennials, living in urban

and sub-urban communities.

Young�Professionals
25-32 year old women living in major

cities with demanding careers.



We�took�to

instagram�to�hear

what�users�are

saying.
We did a covid-19 friendly adaptation of
Guerilla testing to learn more about the
frustrations surrounding purses.



...and�they
said.



The�"Black�Hole"�Effect
Never being able to find what you are

looking for despite carrying just a few items.

Purse organization is an after thought in

design

Target�of�theft
Feeling vulnerable when carrying a purse

and fearing it getting stolen.

Purse�organization�is�an
after�thought
Too many women have had a purse where

their phone can't fit inside, there are useless

pockets or simply just not enough pockets. 



A�Purse�Utopia
Introducing the 'smart purse' (name

to come).



Features
Helping your purse help you.



Never�miss�a
notification
When your phone receives a notification,

phone call, alert or alarm. The black lit

logo on the purse will display a gentle

light blinking sequences to notify the user.



Just�add�a
light!

When you open your purse the wall

will emit ambient lighting diffused

behind fabric. The icons for the

pockets will be design to allow light to

pass through to make it easier to find

the correct pocket.



Safety�Feature
If a user feels vulnerable they can

discretely initiate 'Safe Mode' from

the strap of their purse. The user

must maintain button engagement,

and if they stop holding the button

for 5 seconds a loud alarm will

sound*.



Pockets�to�Spec

Design pockets

specifically to fit items

like AirPods, XL phones,

tampons, key, ect.

Items
Hierarchy
Make frequently-

reached-for items

easier to find.

Hygiene
Removable,

waterproof pouch

for cosmetics for

easy cleaning.

Forward
Thinking

Designing for items

such as reusable bags,

utensils, cups, and

masks in response to

today's reality.

Designing�for�Function
Keeping aesthetics in mind, seamless integration is our goal. If we've

done our job right, our user's won't be thinking about their purse at all.



IOT
Solutions



Input�and�Output�Flow

App/UI Server Purse

Purse sensors receive

instructions from the

server on how to act

Sends data to the server

when sensors are

activated

Handles all incoming and

outgoing data to/from the

purse and app

Data is generated both by

the User and the sensors in

the purse

Allows User to customize

settings; relays to the server

Displays important

notifications from the purse

(ie. battery level, Bluetooth

connections, and GPS

location)



Research
How can we make this possible?

What kind of tech and materials

will we need?

Ideate�+�Dream
Empathize with the user and

think of as many pain points

and solutions as possible.

Testing
You know the drill. Test and test

and test again!

Experimentation�+
Development

Gather all of the parts and see

how they fit together.

Development
Process

We're used to a tech-only

development process, but

wearables are something else

entirely. Development will need

to include construction, and

physical testing with users to see

how the purse functions IRL.



Adafruit�Feather�Bluefruit
Bluetooth! This lightweight board will enable

the purse to "talk" with the server via

Bluetooth, and connect to a lithium ion battery.

Adafruit�GPS�FeatherWing
Like Find My Phone, the GPS locator will help

you find your purse if lost or stolen.The

FeatherWing is 100% compatible with the

Bluefruit.

Reed�Switch�+�Magnets
Two magnets and a reed switch will be sewn

into the opening of the purse. This switch will

control the internal LEDs. When the purse

opens, lights appear!



LED�Lights
To combat the 'Black Hole Effect', smooth,

ambient LED strips will be installed into the

opening of the purse.

Speaker
A small Piezo speaker connected to the

Bluefruit board will be triggered to sound an

alarm when the Safety Button is released.

Button
The button will control the safety feature if

activated through the app. When pushed down,

the alarm is in "stand by", but upon release a 5

second timer will start and go off if it is not

disabled via the app.

Touch�Sensor�(maybe)
Using conductive material over top the sensor

turns that surface into the sensor. This might

be used for Bluetooth control.



Tyvek
A non-woven, waterproof, highly

durable material, which comes in

an array of colours.

PVC�Fabric
Waterproof, highly durable, and

flexible. Comes in a variety of

colours and finishes.

Materials



Mockups
First�Iteration







Danielle�Lister Sandra�Mannila Jezebel�Torres

The�Team



Thanks!


